
Estimator to notify reception that 

vehicle is ready then hang keys 

in office 

Estimator to notify reception that 

vehicle is ready then hang keys 

in office 

Estimator to notify reception that 

vehicle is ready then hang keys 

in office 

Decision

Start

CSM to notify estimator vehicle is 

ready for sign-off

CSM to notify estimator vehicle is 

ready for sign-off

Estimator to carry out final 

checks prior to vehicle collection 

Estimator to carry out final 

checks prior to vehicle collection 

Estimator to move vehicle into 

appropriate collection area

LEAVE SEAT COVER ON

Estimator to move vehicle into 

appropriate collection area

LEAVE SEAT COVER ON

Reception to contact customer  

and obtain pick-up or delivery 

time
Check notes as may have been done 

previously 

Reception to contact customer  

and obtain pick-up or delivery 

time
Check notes as may have been done 

previously 

Note: 
- Try to have a pre determined time (discussed at time 

of booking)

- Does the Customer qualify for Excess Plus

- Reception to advise of XS and any other payments due

- Reception to obtain payment prior to delivery or 

collection

Note: 
- Try to have a pre determined time (discussed at time 

of booking)

- Does the Customer qualify for Excess Plus

- Reception to advise of XS and any other payments due

- Reception to obtain payment prior to delivery or 

collection

DeliverDeliverPick-upPick-up

Estimator to choose an 

appropriate person to carry 

out the vehicle drop off. Keys 

should be Sanitized before 

vehicle handed over 

Estimator to choose an 

appropriate person to carry 

out the vehicle drop off. Keys 

should be Sanitized before 

vehicle handed over 

Follow up call to be logged in 

notes 
Refer to Customer follow up SOP

Follow up call to be logged in 

notes 
Refer to Customer follow up SOP

Customer arrives at 

reception, XS etc paid. Keys 

to be Sanitized before 

handed over. Relevant 

Estimator advised 

Customer arrives at 

reception, XS etc paid. Keys 

to be Sanitized before 

handed over. Relevant 

Estimator advised 

Relevant Estimator carries 

out hand over where 

possible 

Relevant Estimator carries 

out hand over where 

possible 

FinishFinish

LOGO
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Confirm the Sanitary Clean 

has been Performed as per 

SOP

Confirm the Sanitary Clean 

has been Performed as per 

SOP
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